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MONITORING

MONITORING
6 STEP
PROCESS

INTRUDER ENTERS SITE
High definition CCTV cameras monitor your site 24/7 looking out for any suspicious activity.

DETECTION TRIGGERS/ALARM
Passive infrared detector is activated as intruder passes. Detector triggers an alarm to be sent to control room
with a real time video stream of related camera footage.

CONTROL ROOM ANALYSE THE THREAT
Operator opens alarm and reviews footage.

AUDIO WARNING ISSUED
If a threat is detected an immediate live audio warning is issued, this will usually result in the intruder leaving site.

INTRUDER TRACKED ON SCREEN
Monitoring operative tracks intruder and calls for response from either the police or our uniformed partners.

SECURITY RESPOND TO THE THREAT
Uniformed response detain/check for intruder and ensure site is secured again before leaving.
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